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Slavic and Baltic Studies, Finnish, Dutch and German, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Departing from Lefebvre’s work on the social production of space,
this paper explores the intersection between perceived and lived
space from the perspective of spatial discourse analysis. Empirically,
the paper studies how the spatiality of international airports
performs affective discursive work and establishes prerequisites for
air travelers’ feelings of being “in control” and “excited” vs. feelings
of being “controlled” and “surveilled”. The concept of binding is
applied in order to understand how affect is spatially afforded at
Stockholm Arlanda Airport and Vienna International Airport. The
analysis reveals that alternations between bound and unbound
spaces construe the airports as distinctly ideological sites with
different affective potentials. Accordingly, this article adds to the
understanding of how airport atmospheres are construed by
means of spatial resources such as the height, depth, and shape of
walls and ceilings and by the transparency and opaqueness of the
built material, as well as by more dynamic elements such as
carpets, colors, signage, and retractable belt barriers.

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

This article argues that spaces can perform affective discursive work. It does so by semio-
tically analyzing the international airport – one of the more salient spaces of the contem-
porary, globalized, and super-modern world in “constant transit” (Fuller 2002, 239). Using
data collected at Stockholm Arlanda Airport (Sweden) and Vienna International Airport
(Austria), the paper explores how the material resources of the building and the interior
design establish prerequisites for an “ordinary air traveler” to affectively experience and
engage with airports as socially construed spaces.

The understanding of the built environment as something meaningful and affective is
not new. In his groundbreaking work on the social construction of space, Lefebvre ana-
lyzes space as “alive” and agentive, as having “an affective kernel or centre” (Lefebvre
1991, 42). From an anthropological point of departure, it has further been suggested
that what distinguishes airports as historically and relationally construed places are their
affective atmospheres of, for instance, expectancy, desire, fear, and anxiety (Sheller and
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Urry 2006; Urry et al. 2016). According to Lefebvre (1991, 38–39), such spatial meanings are
always dialectically enacted through a triad of perceived, conceived, and lived space, i.e.
different intertwined spatial practices. From this perspective, spatialization involves
spatial practice – material structuring and physical re/production of space (“perceived
space”); representations (or discourses) of space (“conceived space”); and the overlaying
representational spaces – the lived and embodied experience of conceived and perceived
space (“lived space”).

As has been profoundly illuminated in the fields of linguistic and semiotic landscape
studies, mediated discourse analysis and geosemiotics, all three dimensions of spatializa-
tion are ideologically situated, performative, and carried out by communicative means
(see, for instance, Jaworski and Thurlow 2010; Jones 2017; Scollon and Scollon 2003;
Shohamy 2019; Linguistic Landscape: an international journal). In particular, the mentioned
fields have expanded the understanding of how linguistic and visual texts mediate ideo-
logical reproduction of space. Regarding the multisemiotic construal of space, Pennycook
(2019) calls for researchers not only to include more andmore modes of communication in
the analysis, but to analyze spaces as semiotic assemblages where meaning is derived from
the joint work performed by different semiotic resources: “the actions and artefacts we use
to communicate” (van Leeuwen 2005, 3). With these understandings of material and
affective (re)production of space as a backdrop, this article looks at how different semiotic
resources pertaining to perceived space – which is the physical space that “we can see” –
perform affective work at international airports. By studying how perceived space con-
ditions lived space, the paper also answers Wee’s (2016) call to further explore the intersec-
tion between emotive experience and semiotic landscapes. Accordingly, the paper offers a
complementary, semiotic perspective on the connections between space and affect.

Lefebvre describes affect as integral to lived space and claims that social production of
space presupposes “the use of the body” (1991, 40). Wetherell (2012; 2013), in her seminal
work on affect as social practice, also emphasizes embodiment but describes affect as dis-
cursive meaning-making rather than as a somatic, pre-cognitive, or pre-discursive reflex.
Inspired by Wetherell, we study affect as discursively refracted through material resources
in perceived space. To this end, a specific social semiotic perspective is adopted: spatial
discourse analysis (SpDA) (Mcmurtrie 2011; Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015; Stenglin 2004,
2008, 2009). SpDA provides methods that allow us to unpack the tangible semiotic
resources that enable affective meaning-making at two international airports – Stockholm
Arlanda and Vienna International.

The focus of the paper is thus on a particular facet of the spatial production of inter-
national airports, namely how perceived space and the employment of material resources
code and have the potential to emplace air travelers. It is important to point out that in this
case perceived space is not primarily treated as a psychological-empirical entity but rather
as an afforded potential (Gibson 1977). Therefore, the analytical task that is undertaken is
to map and “decipher” (cf. Lefebvre 1991, 33, 38) the spatial characteristics of the inter-
national airport and to explore how embodied and emplaced claims for affect are
afforded through spatial design (Aiello and Dickinson 2014; Archer and Westberg
2020). Put differently, the paper delves into how tangible resources at international air-
ports regiment (Wee 2016) the prerequisites for air travelers to experience feelings of,
for instance, “freedom” and “being in control” or of being constantly “monitored”, “con-
trolled”, and “segregated”.
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The airport as affective space and place

Previous semiotic research on airports – particularly the work of Adam Jaworski and
Crispin Thurlow – has illuminated international airports as sites for social stratification
and construal of elite mobilities and spaces (Jaworski and Thurlow 2011, 2013; Thurlow
and Jaworski 2006, 2010, 2011, 2014). Other discursive approaches include Fuller and
Harley’s (2004) analysis of the “aviopolis”, which uses highly elaborated images of airports
as a foundation for exploring airports as prominent signs of hypermodernity. (Their meth-
odological use of images is also reflected in how our airport data were collected and ana-
lyzed; see below.) Urry et al. (2016) discuss how monitoring and surveillance of travelers
challenge everyday notions of privacy and integrity, both of which are related to how
airport design can make air travelers “feel”. Related to this is Jones’s (2017) description
of airports as surveillant landscapes, in which the flows of people, goods and information
are monitored and regulated through discourses and semiotic technologies. Further, as
part of his architectural description of international airport terminals, Edwards (2005, 81)
elaborates on how time and space can be exploited in airports as means to ensure that
passenger flows are maximally exposed to opportunities for consumption.

The semiotic perspective on place-making in relation to affect adopted here comes
with two major theoretical challenges. The first has to do with combining the product-
or artifact- orientation that prevails in many semiotic studies in general and in SpDA in par-
ticular with the procedurally oriented description of space of Lefebvre (1991), but also to
dynamic place-making as theorized within linguistic landscape (LL) studies. The second
revolves around how affect can be understood as a semiotic and discursive phenomenon
rather than an exclusively pre-discursive and non-representational psychological
experience.

Starting with the dynamics of space, the present study shares a constructivist view of
place-making with LL and semiotic landscape studies promoted by Jaworski and
Thurlow (2010, 2013; Thurlow and Jaworski 2012). One of the central interests in this the-
orizing of space is the notion of a socially constructed “sense of place”. In other words,
place is a socially shaped space. In the airport analysis presented here, place-making is
understood as being the social and cultural process of offering experiences (in perceived
space) with, for instance, conflicting or reinforced affective potential for air travelers.
However, because we align closely with Lefebvre’s terminology, the analysis will some-
times use the term space similarly to how place is used, for instance, in LL research.
Lefebvre (1991, 36–37) stresses the socialness of the production of space in which the
three aspects of his spatial triad are always present:

That the lived, conceived and perceived realms should be interconnected, so that the
“subject”, the individual member of a given social group, may move from one to another
without confusion – so much is a logical necessity. Whether they constitute a coherent
whole is another matter. (Lefebvre 1991, 40)

Drawing on this description of the three aspects of space – the interconnectedness as well
as non-necessity of coherence – this paper develops a way of analyzing perceived space as
semiotic, affective potential. Accordingly, we theorize perceived space – the main focus of
our analysis – as a separate, semiotically analyzable entity even though it is interconnected
with both conceived and lived space at any given time and location. More precisely, we
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argue that the semiotic potential of perceived space – what is possible “to see” in the
airport terminal – functions as a prerequisite for the construal of affect in lived space
when individuals embody the airport. In addition, conceived space and discourses of
“freedom” vs. “entrapment” are often evoked by, or projected onto, the perceived
spatial resources in airports. For instance, practices and historically evolved ideologies
of architects and interior designers imprint the materially and physically perceived
space of airports. Airport terminals are primarily designed to cope with massive flows of
people, to maximize consumption, to stratify and separate travelers, and to maintain
security (Edwards 2005). In addition, the conceived space of airports is carried out
through representations primarily in texts produced by the travel industry, in commercials,
in fiction, in travel narratives, and through social media.

So, even though the analytical focus of this study is on perceived space, this spatial
dimension must always be theoretically related to the other spaces in Lefebvre’s triad
when discussing affect semiotically and discursively. Thus, as part of the analysis of per-
ceived space as a semiotic potential for lived space, we make use of the concept of affor-
dance. Originally coined by the (ecological) psychologist Gibson (1977) as the possibilities
and restraints that humans can visually perceive in their environment, the scope of the
concept of affordance has been extended in social semiotic research to include all
types of gains and losses associated with selecting one mode of communication or one
semiotic resource over another (Kress 2010). Multimodal critical discourse studies
(Machin 2016) point to the ideological nature of such choices because they always
invite certain meaning-making practices while restricting others. In the present paper,
affordance is used as a way to theorize the semiotic, affective potentials of the concrete
semiotic resources in perceived space. More precisely, we use affordance as a way to
think about how perceived space invites certain affects in the lived spaces that are experi-
enced and embodied by individuals and groups (however, this requires methods other
than those presented here in order to be more fully grasped).

This brings us to the theoretical challenge of encircling affect not only as a somatic or
psychological, but also as a semiotic and discursive phenomenon. Whereas Lefebvre ties
the affective dimensions of space to lived space, we draw on Wetherell’s (2012, 2013;
Wetherell et al. 2015) notion of affect as discursive practice (see also Ahmed 2004;
Årman 2020; Franzén, Jonsson, and Sjöblom 2020; Kiesling 2018; Milani 2015; Westberg
2021). From this perspective, affect is not “only” lived, embodied, and experienced, but
also semiotically and discursively enacted through spatial resources with affective
meaning potential. Accordingly, our object of analysis “is not some kind of inarticulable,
momentary, spurious, hard-to-detect, pre-conscious judder. It is affective-discursive prac-
tice, or that domain of social practice which bears on and formulates the conduct of activi-
ties we conventionally recognize as making psychological and emotional sense”
(Wetherell 2015, 152). With this as a backdrop, we argue that combinations of spatial
resources at airports along with their affordances in perceived space actually make rel-
evant certain affects rather than others, which to some extent impacts on what can and
what cannot be affectively experienced in lived space. These affective affordances of per-
ceived space are not interpreted in the same way by all air travelers, and everything from
perceptive predispositions to cultural backgrounds or roles at the airport (holiday traveler,
police, airport staff, smuggler, security guard, newcomer, immigrant) matters when space
is lived (including discourses of spaces and places as part of conceived space). However,
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the theoretical assumption of affective affordances allows us to discuss how choices of
(combinations of) semiotic resources are prone to make “emotional sense” by invoking
sometimes conflicting and sometimes supporting feelings of, for example, “security”,
“well-being”, “desire”, or “exposure”.

The theoretical claim that combinations of spatial resources along with their affor-
dances actually have direct relevance for the possibility of affective and emotional
place-making in lived space has implications for the focus of our analysis. The present
study is therefore primarily oriented toward the observable semiotic resources that are
being employed in perceived space as a built environment, including both the more per-
manent architectural elements and the more flexible content of airports such as furniture,
signs, or shelves offering tax-free products. SpDA (Mcmurtrie 2017: Ravelli and McMurtrie
2015) offers a set of concepts for thinking about and categorizing these types of resources.

SpDA has its roots in Hallidayan systemic functional theory (O’Halloran 2008; O’Halloran,
Wignell, and Tan 2018) and social semiotics (Halliday 1978; Hodge and Kress 1988; Kress
2010; van Leeuwen 2005), but it does not give priority to language (or to the semiotic
properties of language) in the theorization of space. Instead, the focus is on the semiotic
resources that enable the “different ways in which the built environment can ‘mean’”
regardless of the role of language in that semiotic process (Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015,
1). In this respect, SpDA differs from LL (e.g. Pütz and Mundt 2019; Shohamy and Gorter
2009; Shohamy, Ben-Rafael, and Barni 2010). LL is primarily concerned with questions of
language ideologies and linguistically mediated negotiations of access to and ownership
of public spaces (cf. Jaworski and Thurlow 2010, 9–23; Shohamy 2019), not with the semio-
tic potential of buildings as such.1 Put slightly differently, whereas LL tends to focus on how
different processes of spatialization are carried out through discourses in and about space
and place (cf. Lefebvre’s [1991] conceived space), SpDA approaches the built environment
as spatial text and discourse, i.e. as a semiotic entity with semiotic potential (Ravelli and
McMurtrie 2015, 19). Mcmurtrie (2017, 23), for instance, distinguishes between the build-
ing, the interior design and people’s movement and interaction as elements of spatial
texts. This interest in going “beyond language” relates to posthumanist approaches and
a current “climate of thought seeking an increased emphasis on space, place, things
and their interrelationships” resulting in “an expressed desire to expand the semiotic
terrain (beyond language and more narrowly construed) in relation to material surrounds
and space” (Pennycook 2018, 8).

The specific concepts from SpDA that are applied will be specified in the following
section, but a final theoretical point must be made before moving on to the more detailed
methodological descriptions. Even though the (combinations of) semiotic resources
employed in different spaces in airport terminals do not have fixed meanings, they
have been and are constantly being shaped by the social practices that they are part of
and the functions that they are used to perform. Ledin and Machin (2018, 36) introduced
the concept of canon of use to account for the semiotic regularities that develop over time
and space as semiotic resources are put to use: “Such canons of use structure how things
tend to get done and what kinds of materials we choose to do so” (38). From this perspec-
tive, we trace how canonical sets of spatial resources at the international airport govern
“the ways in which particular kinds of affect can be appropriately materialized in the
context of a given site” (Wee 2016, 109).
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Method: binding as affective potential

The present analysis is concerned with the affective meaning potentials of airports, and,
from the perspective of methodology, we focus on a specific part of the broader SpDA fra-
mework, namely binding (Stenglin 2004; 2008; 2009). Stenglin (2008) argues that emotional
and affective experience of space is directly related to the spatial and material resources
being employed (cf. Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015, 77) and that binding is key to understand-
ing how “people’s emotions can be affected by the organisation of space” (Stenglin 2008,
426) by theway a space “closes in or opens up around a user” (Stenglin 2009, 43). With refer-
ence to the discussion in the previous section, our analysis of binding is concernedwith how
spatial resources in the perceived space can afford certain lived spaces.

As Stenglin (2008) has empirically shown, people tend to feel either “secure” or “trapped”
inbound spaces,whereasunbound spacesmakepeople feel either “free”or “exposed”. Rather
than a binary system, binding should thus be regarded as a continuum (Stenglin 2008, 428)
that allows users to distinguish between minimally, moderately, and strongly (un)bound
spaces (Mcmurtrie 2012, 512–513). More specifically, binding is a matter of how the organ-
ization of space generates affective responses primarily in terms of (in)security (Stenglin
2008). This implies that bound spaces have the potential to evoke affective meanings of
“security” and “safety” aswell “claustrophobia”. Similarly, unbound spaces have the potential
to evoke affectivemeanings of “insecurity” and “exposedness” as well as “freedom” (cf. Sten-
glin 2008, 426). To illustrate this further, strongly bound spaces such as prison cells or narrow
toilet cubicles canevoke feelings of “entrapment”, “smothering”, and “suffocation”, but at the
same time “privacy” and “protection”. Strongly unbound spaces such as open city squares
that lack salient vertical and overhead enclosures have the potential to evoke “exposedness”
but, in other cases, also “freedom” (Stenglin 2008, 430–432).

Our analysis focuses on three main aspects of binding: dimension, permeability, and
ambience (Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015, 77–79; Stenglin 2009, 45–50). In Table 1, we
chart the semiotic complementary of these concepts.

Dimension affords affects with regard to how far apart different planes in a space are to
each other; the farther apart, the less bound the space is and vice versa. An unbound space
with long distance between walls and ceiling and floor can, for instance, afford “exposed-
ness” or “freedom”whereas a more strongly bound space with less distance between walls
and floor and ceiling rather affords “coziness” and “security” or “claustrophobia”.

Permeability resources come with different affective affordances and can contribute to
both loosening and augmenting the dimensional enclosure of a space. Transparency in
horizontal and vertical planes can allow somebody to “see thru” the material to different
degrees. Transparency, then, can afford “freedom” (or “exposedness”, see above) and opa-
queness “entrapment” (or, for instance, “coziness”) (Stenglin 2008, 430–431).

Table 1. Aspects of binding.
Dimension Permeability Ambience

Refers to the three-dimensional
design of space.

Refers to the materiality of the fixed
elements in the vertical and
horizontal planes.

Refers to semiotic properties of
changeable and dynamic elements in
the built environment.

Realized by distance between vertical
and horizontal planes (walls,
ceilings, floors).

Realized by shape, transparency,
insulation.

Realized by texture, color, light,
reflectivity and signage.
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Resources of ambience, finally, are crucial to the affective potential of a space (see Sten-
glin 2004, 2008, 2009). For instance, a space dominated by dark colors and soft broadloom
carpets can feel more bound than an unbound space with light colors and a glossy floor
that reflects light and sound. Furthermore, fabrics of curtains or carpets can afford bound
feelings of “entrapment” or “security”when, for instance, blocking daylight from entering a
room or when dampening sound.

To summarize so far, the analysis of binding at Stockholm Arlanda and Vienna Inter-
national Airport presented in this paper will provide an inventory of the spatial semiotic
resources – as part of canons of use – in the perceived space at the airport along with
the affective potentials that they afford in connection to lived space. Our analysis and
inventory of resources was further informed by a guided half-day tour with the director
of design at Stockholm Arlanda airport providing us with information about choices
made in the spatial design in relation to assumed feelings such as “safety”, “comfort”,
and “freedom” for travelers.2 This “informed” tour of the terminal gave us insights into
some aspects of conceived space as communicated by the director of design, but it
also served to strengthen our description of canons of use by adding the perspective of
a specific practitioner in the field.

Because affective potentials of airports cannot be discussed in isolation, our analysis
focuses on contrasts between spaces in airport terminals. Fuller (2009, 63) as well as Urry
et al. (2016) describe this contrastive feature as typical of airports: there is a “rhythm of stop-
ping and going, waiting and then moving, in climate-controlled, closely surveilled environ-
ments” (Urry et al. 2016, 15). Our conception of contrast in relation to affective potential
relies on the textual properties of airports as spatial texts (Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015)
with distinctive but interconnected stages (Jaworski and Thurlow 2013, 159).

Data

The original dataset for our study compiles more than 400 photographs from international
airports across the world. The airports in focus in this article, Stockholm Arlanda and
Vienna International Airport, were chosen because they utilize binding resources in per-
ceived space in partially different ways.3 Such differences are also recognizable in other
airports in our data, but the fact that Stockholm Arlanda is our home airport and an
airport that we are very familiar with made it a good candidate to take as a starting
point for a partially contrastive analysis.

With the photographs selected and presented in our analysis, we aim to illustrate the
crucial stages and spaces at the airport that ordinary departing travelers have to pass
through when entering the airport and, finally, the aircraft. In our analysis we show and
discuss the following stages (cf. Edwards 2005): the entrance hall with the check-in
area, the security check, the departure lounge, and the gate lounge with the boarding
pass check before passengers board the aircraft. The selection of data is thus informed
by Edwards’s (2005) chart over those areas all passengers must pass through in order to
travel, which, for instance, excludes the more optional areas of toilets, luggage rooms
and business lounges.

It should also be mentioned that we are aware that (unavoidable) technical factors
related to the visual documentation, such as choice of angle, do play a role in the photo-
graphic representation of a perceived space, as this is always influenced by where one
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chooses to position oneself within the space while documenting it (cf. Pink 2013). Here we
want to stress that our only goal has been to document which main spatial resources for
binding are in place in the different stages of airports, while in “real life” the (affective) per-
ception of space continuously changes as one moves through the space. The perception is
also highly influenced by individual (bodily) characteristics of the subject passing through
space (Mcmurtrie 2012; 2017). Furthermore, all measures have been taken to edit the
photographs presented in this paper so that no individuals can be recognized.

Results: from entrance hall to departure gate lounge

The results are presented according to the sequential order of stages through the airport
terminals. Accordingly, the presentation starts with an analysis of the entrance hall in both
airports – showing quite similar patterns when it comes to binding and the affordance of
potential affect. This is followed by an analysis of the security control and consumption
area at Arlanda airport before comparing these areas with those at Vienna airport in
order to highlight differences in the binding patterns. Finally, departure and gate
lounges with boarding pass check at both airports are discussed.

Entrance hall: from bound “control” to unbound “freedom”

Figures 1 and 2 depict parts of the entrance hall of Vienna International Airport. In the fore-
ground in Figure 1, we see the passageway from the train station through which rail tra-
velers reach the entrance hall of the airport.

Figure 1. Entrance hall passageway, Vienna International Airport.
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In terms of dimension, the passageway toward the entrance hall is primarily bound –
the shoulder-high dark walls construe a rectangular and partially enclosed space, which
is further emphasized by a portal at the end of the passageway. The portal contains
resources of ambience, such as distinct indexical signs (cf. Fuller 2002, 231–233; Scollon
and Scollon 2003, 25–27) that point out the direction of arrivals and departures, thus orga-
nizing a bound and “controlled flow” (Fuller 2002, 236) through the passageway and
further down the entrance hall. The chamfered paving in the floor along with the potential
flow of bodies (which can vary with time and day) also index the “path to follow” for air
travelers. The boundedness and the affective potential of control is also supported by
resources of permeability. For instance, the choice of materials in the passageway is
restricted to solid and dark stone walls (with no permeability). However, the passageway
also affords feelings of “openness” through its overhead plane and highly placed windows
shared with the open and unbound entrance hall (Figure 2).

The entrance hall contrasts with the passageway in a number of distinct ways with
regard to binding. The perceived space at Vienna International Airport shifts from an
enclosed, rectangular, and monochrome space into a rather unbound, colorful, and
bright space with rounded shapes and soft corners.

Looking at the resources of dimension in the entrance hall, the overhead horizontal
plane is remarkably high, and the field of vision is “free” and unbound. In terms of per-
meability, the soft roundness of the vertical planes adds to the unboundedness of the
space; the “smooth” and “billowy” shapes afford feelings of “freedom” that contrast with
the angularity (cf. van Leeuwen 2006, 149) of the preceding space in Figure 1. Other impor-
tant permeability resources include the windows and glass structures at the top of the
walls. These allow for daylight to come in and for passengers to see the sky, which
affords feelings of “freedom” and “openness”.

The spatial contrast between the passageway (Figure 1) and the entrance hall (Figure 2)
is further accomplished through resources of ambience, more specifically the use of con-
trasting colors. As mentioned previously, travelers leave a dark space with a restricted
number of colors and enter a light space with a palette of diverse and brighter colors,

Figure 2. Entrance hall, Vienna International Airport.
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which are in contrast to the afforded feelings of being “controlled” in the passageway. The
contrast is furthermore achieved through the shift from strongly indexed directionality
and “controlled flow” in the passageway to more multi-faceted ones in the entrance
hall, which rather afford feelings of “freedom” through the vast variety of commercial,
directional, and official (e.g. ticketing) offers. In sum, the shift from relative boundedness
in the passage to the rather strongly unbound character of the entrance hall enforces the
affordances of “freedom” in the latter.

In the entrance hall at Stockholm Arlanda Airport (Figure 3), similar resources of binding
are employed to create an unbound affective place. From the perspective of dimension,
we enter a large open space with a high ceiling where light colors (and some bright
red) are used as resources of ambience. In terms of permeability and choice of structural
materials, a transparent glass section at the top of the vertical plane allows daylight to
enter the space. Soft and rounded shapes are also found here, although not within the
vertical but in the horizontal planes, and some of the crossbars in the ceiling have the
shape of waves which supports feelings of “fluidity” and “movement”. Within one part
of this open and unbound space, travelers are typically “funneled and tunneled”
(Sommer 1974) towards the check-in desk by use of a characteristic resource of ambience:
retractable belt barriers (see Figure 4). Such belt barriers are employed to guide the trave-
ler in a distinct direction towards the desk, creating a directed flow and restriction of
movement.

Besides restricting movement and directing flows of people, retractable belt barriers
also contribute to social hierarchization in so far that they create separate priority path-
ways that allow certain passengers to feel “privileged” and others not (Thurlow and
Jaworski 2012). In terms of binding, retractable belt barriers are used at several stages
where flows are slowed down and stopped (e.g. a check-in desk, the security check) to

Figure 3. Entrance hall with check-in desks, Arlanda Airport.
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create two separate bound places: one that affords feelings of “privilege” through quick
access, and another that affords feelings of “being trapped among all the regular
travelers”.

At the ticket check-in, the dimension of the ceiling is further lowered (see Figure 3),
creating a bound space where travelers are waiting and stopping. Specific resources of
ambience and dimension are thus utilized to afford bounded “control” and to regiment
air travelers in an otherwise unbound and “free” space.

Security control at Stockholm Arlanda: bound “control” as “security” or
“entrapment”

Moving on from the unbound departure hall to the security control at Arlanda, the per-
ceived space is significantly narrowed, which enforces the affective potential of the
space.4 In contrast to the preceding entrance hall, the security checkpoint balances
between affording feelings of, on the one hand, being “in control”, “secure”, and “in
safe hands” and, on the other, feelings of being “controlled”, “entrapped”, and “surveilled”.

In terms of dimension, the contrast with the entrance hall is accomplished by a drastic
lowering of the ceiling as well as the decreased space between the walls. The previously
open space is turned into a considerably more restricted and bound space. Similar to the
passage from the train station in Vienna International Airport, the bound space is separ-
ated from the unbound entrance hall through the use of a rectangular portal with
salient indexical markers. Before entering the portal and the unbound space, the sense
of direction and flow is mainly created by the potential line of human bodies, which are
guided through a restricted and narrow pathway induced by automatic barriers for pass-
port control and followed by the typical retractable belt barriers used as resources to mark

Figure 4. Retractable belt barriers, Arlanda Airport (photo credit: Eric Borgström).
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out the mandatory pathway. These resources of ambience, together with the bodies of co-
travelers, construe a strongly bound space by preventing freedom of movement and by
restricting the possibility of seeing all the way through the security control. Turning to per-
meability, daylight is obstructed from entering the security control area, which here sup-
ports the boundedness. This obstruction is partly accomplished through the covering of
glass walls with thick curtains, i.e. a resource of ambience. The sense of strictly bound “sur-
veillance” is further afforded by other resources of ambience: bright spots of artificial light
dominate the area of control, which allows for optimal conditions for ocular control of
passengers.

Altogether, the choices made in terms of dimension, permeability, and ambience result
in a visibly bound security place. This, of course, is institutionally motivated and confirmed
by Swedavia’s director of design, and the boundedness is a result of strictly enforced direc-
tionality in this highly authoritative part of the airport. However, the resources that con-
strue the boundedness also come with potential affordances of feeling “smothered”,
“oppressed”, and “limited” and thus reminding of the strict surveillance conditions of a
prison cell (cf. Sommer 1974). The analysis of the security control at Arlanda also gives a
first sense of how contrasts in perceived space afford different affective experiences.

Consumption area at Stockholm Arlanda: “unbound consumption”

Following the contrasting pattern of unbound – bound – unbound spaces, the security
control area at Stockholm Arlanda is succeeded by a large and openly dimensioned
space of consumption (Figure 5), affording a potential sense of “unbound freedom (to
consume)”. Arguably, this perceived affective affordance is enforced by the contrast
with the bound security place discussed in the previous section.

In terms of dimension, the spatial contrast is accomplished by the high ceiling and the
relatively open horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 5. This unboundedness is furthermore
supported by means of ambience. The consumption area includes rows of relatively low
shelves that allow one to “see through” the entire area (Figure 6) – a feature that adds
to the unbound feeling of “freedom” and “relief from being controlled”.

Other resources of ambience include the rounded Absolut Vodka portal partially made
up of shelves with light-blue and colored bottles, the overall diversity of colors and the
bright lights, the round shapes (e.g. the armatures in the ceiling), and the commercial
signage on the shelves and the crossbar of the portal. In other words, resources of ambi-
ence are key for the invitation and seduction (cf. Urry et al. 2016, 18) to “freely” explore,
move around, and consume in the consumption area during “passenger dwell time” (cf.
Lin and Chen 2013, 426). In sum, the binding resources here afford affects of “freedom”
and (in relation to the bound security control) a “smooth” and “bright” perceived space
for shopping.

Security control at Vienna: Unbound "collective surveillance"

The transit from the unbound entrance hall to the security control at Vienna International
Airport goes through an extremely bound passageway (with an escalator), as shown in
Figure 7. Even though the colors are light, the dimensions are quite restricted by the
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Figure 5. Consumption area, Arlanda Airport.

Figure 6. Portal and indexed path in the consumption area at Arlanda Airport.
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vertical and horizontal planes; the shapes are rectangular, and no natural daylight is
allowed to enter.

The binding contrast between bound passageway (Figure 1), unbound entrance hall
(Figure 2), and (another) bound passageway is thus upheld at Vienna International
Airport, and the next place in that pattern is a rather unbound place – the security
control (Figure 8).

This security control, as well as the overall binding pattern, is different from that at
Stockholm Arlanda. While it is a narrow and overly bound space at Stockholm Arlanda,
the space of Vienna International Airport’s security control is remarkably more open

Figure 7. Toward the security control, Vienna International Airport.

Figure 8. Security control at Vienna International Airport.
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and unbound (see Figure 8), even though resources of permeability and ambience –
narrow and restricted pathways and potential lines of bodies – to some extent regulate
and restrict the freedom of movement.5 The ceiling in Figure 8 is relatively low and
includes bright spots of lights allowing for optimal ocular control of passengers, just
as at Arlanda Airport, but in terms of permeability, this space has glass walls allowing
for daylight to enter at the entrance point to the area. The dimensional absence of sep-
arating vertical planes between security checkpoints together with the glass walls has
the potential to reduce senses of (bound) control and surveillance and instead to
promote a shared, collective, and rather unbound type of surveillance. The openness
of the space in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions affords a type of collective
surveillance where passengers, more easily than at Arlanda airport, can see other passen-
gers being controlled.

Consumption area at Vienna International Airport: “bound consumption”

The unboundedness in the security area is contrasted by the subsequent boundedness of
the shopping area (Figure 9). Whereas travelers move from a relatively bound control area
into an unbound shopping area at Stockholm Arlanda, an opposite contrast of affective
affordances is created at Vienna International Airport. Important dimensional resources
for achieving this perceived contrast include a narrowing of the space and a lowering
of the ceiling. These dimensional resources have the potential to evoke feelings of “intru-
sion” and “inescapability”. In contrast to the dimensional choices in Arlanda’s shopping
area, those at Vienna International Airport “enforces” travelers to consume rather than
offering them the freedom to do so or to walk straight through.

Figure 9. Consumption area at Vienna International Airport.
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The bound enforcement to consume is furthermore enhanced by means of per-
meability – no natural light comes either into or out of this area, and the rectangular
framing of the entry point also adds to the boundedness. A number of resources of ambi-
ence are employed to further support the boundedness of this perceived space. The
curved pathway does not allow travelers to see all the way through the place. Instead, see-
mingly endless opportunities to consume are unveiled along the pathway. The highlight-
ing of consumption is further enhanced by bright and diverse colors of consumption,
which is in sharp contrast with the monochrome colors of the preceding security area.

Departure and gate lounge: unbound “freedom to travel the world” and bound
“relaxation”

Leaving the consumption area at the international airport, travelers are typically directed
into departure and gate lounges where a combination of spatial resources establishes a
perceived space that affords travelers to feel “free (to travel)” as well as being “in
comfort” and “relaxed”. Most strikingly (both at Stockholm Arlanda and Vienna Airport),
resources of permeability such as large transparent glass walls afford a full view of the
runway and the aircraft, showing the air traveler that they are now ready “to travel the
world” (Figure 10).

The gate lounge waiting area with the boarding pass control closest to the gates typi-
cally affords affects of “relaxation” and “comfort”. At Stockholm Arlanda (Figure 11), the
dimensional resources of low ceilings and vertical planes that separate passengers accord-
ing to their destination all afford boundedness. In terms of permeability, walls facing the

Figure 10. Departure lounge, Stockholm Arlanda Airport.
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runway and the aircraft are typically made of glass, maintaining the affective potential of
“freedom to travel the world” activated earlier (cf. Figure 10). In terms of ambience, mono-
chrome, dark broadloom carpets afford travelers bound affects such as “calming down”
and “relaxing”. The texture of dark, soft carpets prevents travelers from rolling their suit-
cases smoothly and dampens sound and light reflections. All of these material affordances
add to the bound “calmness” of this place.

Seats and benches are typical resources of ambience employed in this part of the
airport, which – due to their obvious affordance “to sit” – construe the space as a place
to rest and wait (cf. Mcmurtrie 2017, 114) until travelers are allowed to enter the strongly
bound boarding pass control and aircraft and continue their journey up in the air.

Discussion

This article has explored a specific strand of the semiotic construal of space. Departing
from Lefebvre’s (1991) theory of the social production of space together with an under-
standing of affect as integral to discourse and semiosis (Wetherell 2012), a detailed and
systematic spatial discourse analysis (Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015; Stenglin 2008) of
Vienna International Airport and Stockholm Arlanda Airport has allowed us to unpack
some of the affective affordances of international airports. The partially contrastive analysis
has revealed how the utilization of spatial resources in perceived space allows and regi-
ments the global air traveler to experience affects of, for instance, being “in control”
and “feeling free” as well as those of being constantly “monitored” and “controlled”. To
that end, Table 2 provides a detailed and comparative inventory of the spatial resources
that air travelers inevitably have to engage with as they pass through the airports in

Figure 11. Boarding pass control and waiting area, Stockholm Arlanda airport.
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question. These spatial resources in combination, we argue, can establish affective canons
of use that travelers – regardless of possible elite or premiummemberships –must engage
with when they embody airports as lived spaces. Such canons of use are key to the
employment of affective regimes of international airports (Wee 2016).

The inventory in Table 2 does not introduce any new or unique resources compared to
studies on how affect is spatially afforded in, for example, museums, libraries, private
homes, or skyscrapers (cf. Mcmurtrie 2012; Ravelli and McMurtrie 2015; Stenglin 2004,
2008, 2008). However, we argue that there is at least one airport-specific canon of use
for the spatial enactment of affective potentials at airports. It is realized through the com-
bination of resources and in the alternation of these between different perceived spaces.
Some of these resources seem to have a more salient canonical status at airports, such as
the “extreme” dimensional unboundedness (in entrance and departure lounges) together
with enormous glass windows affording a full view of the runway and the aircraft (typically
in the departure area). These salient resources jointly prompt for an overall affective poten-
tial of unboundedness and “freedom” to travel the world. In addition, resources of ambi-
ence (retractable belt barriers, strict indexical markers such as arrows, limited use of colors,
and the bodies of co-travelers) are absolutely key for the construal of bound airport places
that “control” and segregate the passenger flows in otherwise extremely unbound spaces.
Resources of ambience are, to a large extent, what ultimately achieve the contrast
between different places within airport spaces (cf. Fuller 2009; Urry et al. 2016).

The alternation between spatial boundedness and unboundedness plays a key role in
the canonical enactment of affective affordances and construes Stockholm Arlanda and
Vienna International Airport as ideologically and affectively distinct places. More precisely,
we claim that while the airports analyzed here share a canonical, generic composition that
supports global “place recognition” for air travelers, there is semiotic variation within and
between these places. This is elucidated by the comparative analysis of contrasts in the air-
ports’ perceived spaces, which points to ideological differences in, above all, the security
control spaces and the shopping areas. Due to differences in the employment of binding
resources in perceived space, practices of security and consumption are mediated with
different social and ideological functions. As regards the security checkpoint, being one
of the most stressful components of passenger experience at airports (Urry et al. 2016,
19), the more unbound spatiality at Vienna prompts for collective surveillance, which

Table 2. Spatial resources of (un)bound affective meaning potential at airports.
Type of binding Spatial resources: boundedness Spatial resources: unboundedness

Dimension Low ceiling,
n arrow and shallow width and depth between
walls

High ceiling,
broad and deep width and depth between
walls

Permeability Opaque walls and ceilings,
square shapes on walls and ceilings

Transparent walls and ceilings,
round shapes on walls and ceilings

Ambience Darker colors of elements,
soft carpets,
high shelves,
square portals,
seats and benches,
signage,
retractable belt barriers,
bodies of co-travelers,
floor chamfering

Lighter colors of elements,
hard floors,
low shelves,
rounded portals
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allows air travelers to feel “collectively safe” despite the potential intrusion on their privacy.
These affects are primarily afforded by resources of permeability and a lack of vertical
planes that allows for a joint monitoring of the ongoing and inescapable security routines.
In contrast, at Stockholm Arlanda travelers are afforded feelings of being “safe” and
“secure” in a more restricted, bound, and narrow space, which, by comparison, positions
travelers in a more authoritarian way. Here, the intrusion on privacy is not semiotically
compensated by any means of unboundedness. Instead, all resources employed (those
of dimension, permeability, and ambience) come with the risk of construing overly
bound places that afford potential affects of “smothering” (cf. Stenglin 2008, 443). Thus,
while maintaining global security – implicitly indexing potential high-stake risks at the
airport (terrorism, contagious diseases, smuggling, etc.) – the design of the security con-
trols at Vienna and Stockholm Arlanda perform different ideological functions with
regard to their affective affordances.

In a similar vein, the comparative analysis makes clear that the ideologically grounded
design of one space always stretches out and imprints subsequent spaces and the
interpretation of their affordances. This particularly pertains to consumption areas in our
analysis. Vienna’s unbound security control shifts directly into a very bound consumption
area that affords feelings of being “obliged” to consume. In terms of advertising (Cook
2001), the consumption area becomes a “hard-sell” place in which it is difficult to avoid
feelings of the products on offer almost falling onto you. In comparison, the shift
between the bound security control at Stockholm Arlanda and the unbound shopping
area adds to the feeling of having “freedom” rather than an “obligation” to consume. As
a consequence, we argue, alternation between bound and unbound space is a semiotic
choice (Fontaine 2013; Halliday 2013) with ideological impetus (Fairclough 1992, 75)
that imprints the air travelers’ affective experiences as they flow through the international
airport.

To conclude, our inventory of binding resources together with their affective affor-
dances adds a supplementary perspective on the emotionality of space. Without
refuting the theoretical claim that affect and emotion are carried out in the lived
and embodied world (Lefebvre 1991; Wetherell 2012) – or that discourses about air-
ports and traveling (Thurlow and Jaworski 2006, 2010) in conceived space imprint
the airport’s specific affective atmosphere (Urry et al. 2016) – the present spatial dis-
course analysis has suggested and illustrated how concrete semiotic resources in
perceived space invite certain ways to live and experience space while downplaying
others.

Notes

1. For instance, the special issue of Social Semiotics (2017/4) on multilingual, multisensory, and
multimodal repertoires in corner shops, streets, and markets addresses the complexity of
social, spatial, linguistic, cultural, and semiotic relations in the city, but the focus remains
mainly on the inter- and multilingual interactions that take place rather than the built environ-
ment in its own right.

2. We want to thank Jessica Einebrant, (former) director of design at Swedavia, for her welcoming
generosity in guiding us through Arlanda Airport on October 12, 2018.

3. We wish to express our gratitude to both Stockholm Arlanda and Vienna International Airport
for granting us permission to use and publish the photographs in this paper.
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4. Due to security reasons, Swedavia did not grant us permission to publish any photographs of
the security control at Arlanda Airport.

5. The fact that the image was shot using a so-called panorama-function of a smart-phone and
that it was taken at a time when the area seemingly had very few visitors, probably adds to the
unbound impression in Figure 8.
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